U.S.S. Vesuvius – June 27, 2000

Kris:
The U.S.S. Vesuvius has been ordered to the Federation training facility on the planet Benning. Underwater training operations will be conducted with the senior staff being divided into two teams to accomplish the scenario.

Kris:
<<<<<<<<<<BEGIN MISSION>>>>>>>>>

MO-LtJGRoyce:
:: in sickbay reviewing files ::

CSO_Lorenzo:
::at Sci station 1 on the bridge::

FCODoole (Sound - CommBadg.wav):
CO: Approaching Benning in 3 minutes

CTO_Kelson:
::at tactical::

CIV_MacFarlane:
::leaving his quarters and heading up to the bridge::

CO_Alar:
::walking back from the holodeck, twirling her hat in her hand:: *Doole* Acknowledged.

FCODoole:
::setting console up for synchronous orbit::

CSO_Lorenzo:
::wondering about their new training mission::

CO_Alar:
::walks into her quarters and pulls out a uniform::

CEO_Nemo:
::in ME running diagnostics on structural integrity::

CTO_Kelson:
::setting security rotation while in training::

MO-LtJGRoyce:
:: remembering last training mission...what a farce ::

CTO_Kelson:
::sighs at missing TO on roster::

CIV_MacFarlane:
::arrives on the bridge and moves over to the left side of the tactical console::

CSO_Lorenzo:
::checks the status of the sensors then sits back and waits for the Captain to arrive on the bridge::

CO_Alar:
::gets changed at lightning speed and heads for the bridge::

FCODoole:
::wonders if the crew will have to skydive again, remembering the injury to wrist from the last time::

CTO_Kelson:
::checks padd for training gear list::

MO-LtJGRoyce:
:: checking med kit ::

CTO_Kelson:
::wetsuit...check...facemask...check...::

CO_Alar:
::enters bridge::

FCODoole:
ALL:Captain on the bridge.

CSO_Lorenzo:
SO Sands: Have the teams wet suits readied for our training.

CSO_Lorenzo:
<SO Sands> Yes, Ma'am.

CTO_Kelson:
::stands at attention::

MO-LtJGRoyce:
:: moving med kit supplies to a water-tight wet-belt ::

CO_Alar:
::takes her seat, and checks over the training orders from Hazbin::

CTO_Kelson:
::goes back to list::

MO-LtJGRoyce:
Aola:  check the hyperbolic chamber and make sure it is ready in case we need it

CSO_Lorenzo:
::wonders if the waters will be cold and dark or warm and bright::

CO_Alar:
::looks around the bridge:: All: At ease, people.

CSO_Lorenzo:
::looks over at the Captain::

CSO_Lorenzo:
::waiting for the orders to begin their training::

CO_Alar:
::shakes head.....it's a radical shift from 1940's Earth to the bridge of a 24th century starship::

CO_Alar:
::finishes reading the orders, fixing them in her mind:: Senior Staff: All members of the senior staff, please meet in Transporter Room one.

MO-LtJGRoyce:
*CO*:  Acknowledged, on my way

CTO_Kelson:
::nods to TO to take over::

MO-LtJGRoyce:
:: grabs wet belt and heads towards Transporter Room 1 ::

CSO_Lorenzo:
*SO Sands: Bring all the equipment to Transporter room 1.  ::gets up and heads for the turbo lift::

CTO_Kelson:
::picks up padd and heads to turbolift::

CO_Alar:
::turns the bridge over to the duty officer, then heads over to the turbolift, taking the lift down to the transporter room::

FCODoole (Sound - Console.wav):
::sets console at stationkeeping::

MO-LtJGRoyce:
:: as leaving turns to Dr. Aola ::  Aola:  remember to make ready the hyperbolic chamber

CSO_Lorenzo:
::looks over at Kelson on the way and smiles... imaging what is awaiting them::

CTO_Kelson:
computer: supply room

CTO_Kelson:
::exits turbolift::

FCODoole:
:: heads for turbolift::

CTO_Kelson:
::picks up supplies::

CSO_Lorenzo:
::arrives at the transporter room and gets her wet suit on::

MO-LtJGRoyce:
:: enters corridor and heads towards turbolift ::

CTO_Kelson:
::enters quarters and changes::

CEO_Nemo:
::suits up and heads for the TR::

FCODoole:
::enters turbolift, holding doors open for Royce::

CTO_Kelson:
::exits quarters and enters turbolift::

CO_Alar:
::has stopped in between the bridge and the transporter room to change into her wetgear.::

CIV_MacFarlane:
::makes his way to the Transporter room::

CTO_Kelson:
computer: Transporter Room 1

MO-LtJGRoyce:
:: enters turbolift ::  Doole:  thanks

CO_Alar:
::enters the transporter room, and starts sizing up the crew, mentally dividing them into groups::

CTO_Kelson:
::exits turbolift and enters transporter room::

CSO_Lorenzo:
::looks over all the equipment to make sure it is all in working order::

CTO_Kelson:
::nods to captain::

MO-LtJGRoyce:
:: exits turbolift and enters transporter room ::

FCODoole:
Computer: Transporter Room 1

CTO_Kelson:
::starts going over gear::

FCODoole:
::follows Royce

CIV_MacFarlane:
::enters the transporter room and stands near the door::

CO_Alar:
::makes certain everyone is present::

MO-LtJGRoyce:
:: awaits patiently near the door for orders ::

MO-LtJGRoyce:
:: while waiting, quickly braids her hair ::

CSO_Lorenzo:
::looks everyone over... making sure there are no missing pieces or hoses out of place::

CTO_Kelson:
::awaiting team assignment::

CSO_Lorenzo:
::walks around the transporter room::

MO-LtJGRoyce:
:: sees Julia ::  Julia:  hey

FCODoole:
::gets into wetsuit and puts on gear::

CO_Alar has left the conversation

CSO_Lorenzo:
Xen:Hello, are you ready?

MO-LtJGRoyce:
Julia:  sure am...you know how I love water...and I know you do too!

CSO_Lorenzo:
::smiles::

CSO_Lorenzo:
::looks around for any worried faces::

CO_Alar:
::smiles:: All right, we're going to divide into two groups.

CTO_Kelson:
::distracted by conversation::

CSO_Lorenzo:
::looks over to the Captain::

CEO_Nemo:
::tries to keep face-mask from steaming up::

CTO_Kelson:
::attention to captain::

MO-LtJGRoyce:
:: turns attention to the CO ::

CO_Alar:
Royce: Dr. Royce, you will be heading up group two, while I will be heading up group one.

FCODoole:
CO: Who's with who?

CO_Alar:
Crew: Group one will consist of Lieutenant Lorenzo, Lieutenant Kelson, and myself.

CO_Alar:
Crew: Group two will consist of Royce, Doole, MacFarlane, and Nemo.

CSO_Lorenzo:
::nods acceptance::

CEO_Nemo:
CO: Aye

CIV_MacFarlane:
::nods::

CO_Alar:
Crew: Everyone ready to beam down?

FCODoole:
CO: Ok

CTO_Kelson:
::walks over to captain's side::

MO-LtJGRoyce:
Team 2:  please meet near me.

CSO_Lorenzo:
Captain: Yes Ma'am.

CIV_MacFarlane:
::move towards the MO already in his wetsuit::

CTO_Kelson:
::nods::

CEO_Nemo:
::shuffles over to Royce::

MO-LtJGRoyce:
:: looks for her team to make sure all are there ::

CSO_Lorenzo:
::approaches the transporter pads::

CO_Alar:
::steps up on the transporter pad, and waits for transport::

MO-LtJGRoyce:
Doole:  over here, please

FCODoole:
::steps over to Lt. Royce::

MO-LtJGRoyce:
:: looks at team 2...all accounted for ::

MO-LtJGRoyce:
:: waits for team 1 to finish beam down:

CSO_Lorenzo:
::steps up::

FCODoole (Sound - Transpor.wav):
<Transporter Chief> Engaging transporter

CEO_Nemo:
::gets ready for the sickly feeling he gets from transporting::

Kris:
ACTION: TEAM ONE BEAMS DOWN TO THE ENTRY POINT.

MO-LtJGRoyce:
team 2:: lets go    :: steps onto transporter pad ::

FCODoole:
::steps up on pad::

CEO_Nemo:
::steps onto pad::

CTO_Kelson (Sound - Transporter.wav):

MO-LtJGRoyce:
Transporter Chief:  beam us when ready

CSO_Lorenzo:
::appears on the deck.... puts on her mask::

CO_Alar:
@::looks around:: Lorenzo/Kelson: Ready?

FCODoole (Sound - Transpor.wav):
<Transporter Chief> Engaging now

CSO_Lorenzo:
@CO: Aye, Ma'am.

CTO_Kelson:
@Captain:  Born ready, Ma'am.

Kris:
ACTION: TEAM TWO BEAMS DOWN TO THE ENTRY POINT.

MO-LtJGRoyce:
:: appears on the deck, quickly changes to wetsuit ::

CEO_Nemo:
$ ::chokes down the lump in his throat::

CTO_Kelson:
@::adjusts mask over face::

CO_Alar:
@::smiles:: Crew: As soon as we get the go ahead, let's go.

FCODoole:
$CEO_Nemo: You ok?

MO-LtJGRoyce:
$Team 2:  As soon as we get word, let's go...

CO_Alar:
@::pulls her mask down, tucking her hair up out of the way::

CEO_Nemo:
FCO: Just gotta get my sea-legs. I'll be fine.

MO-LtJGRoyce:
$Nemo:  you going to be okay?

CTO_Kelson:
@::working arms and legs to get ready for jump into water::

CEO_Nemo:
$MO: Fine, sir.

MO-LtJGRoyce:
$Nemo:  take easy breaths, it'll be okay

CO_Alar:
@::looks into the water, almost losing herself in the blueness of it.::

CEO_Nemo:
$ :: pushes button on heels to automatically extend fins from water-socks::

MO-LtJGRoyce:
$Team 2, let's go!

FCODoole:
$Royce: Right behind you.

MO-LtJGRoyce:
$Doole, Nemo, MacFarlane, lets go.

CEO_Nemo:
$ ::plugs nose and jumps in feet first::

CIV_MacFarlane:
$::jumps in the water::

MO-LtJGRoyce:
$ :: jumps in feet first ::

FCODoole:
$does a flip and land in water feet first::

CO_Alar:
@Crew: Let's move. ::dives in, having missed the feeling of water::

CSO_Lorenzo:
@::holding her face mask, jumps into the water::

CTO_Kelson:
@::gently lowers self into water::

CSO_Lorenzo:
@::adjusts to the water temperature::

CIV_MacFarlane:
$::waiting for the MO's orders::

CEO_Nemo:
$ ::feels at home in the water. Swims like a dolphin::

CSO_Lorenzo:
@::pulls out tricorder and starts to scan the area, trying to find the structural failure of the compound::

CTO_Kelson:
@::paddles out to center::

CO_Alar:
@::pulls out a tricorder:: Kelson/Lorenzo: This way. ::points in a direction::

MO-LtJGRoyce:
$Team 2:  okay, we have to find this compound to fix a broken fracture and restore the artificial environment

CO_Alar:
@::scans a second time to be certain, and has definitely found an anomaly::

CSO_Lorenzo:
@::follows the Captain, keeping her tricorder functioning::

CTO_Kelson:
@::dives and follows Captain::

CO_Alar:
@Lorenzo: What do you make of the materials at the bottom? Can we use them?

FCODoole:
::pulls out tricorder, scanning area::

CEO_Nemo:
$ ::glug, glug::

CSO_Lorenzo:
@CO: Yes Captain. We should be able to fix any fractures in the compound.

MO-LtJGRoyce:
@Doole:  can you detect where the fracture is located?

CO_Alar:
@Kelson: Have you got your phaser handy?

MO-LtJGRoyce:
$ :: looks at Nemo ::   Nemo:  you're doing just fine, there

CTO_Kelson:
@Captain: Yes, Ma'am.  ::pulls out phaser::

MO-LtJGRoyce:
$ Nemo:  remember, easy breathing

FCODoole:
$MO: Yes, I can.

CIV_MacFarlane:
$MO:Would you like me to scout ahead?

CO_Alar:
@Lorenzo: Gather some of the materials, then. I believe I've located the fracture.

CSO_Lorenzo:
@CO: Aye, Ma'am.

CEO_Nemo:
$ ::sees bubbles escaping and motions the others to follow::

CTO_Kelson:
@::follows Captain to fracture::

MO-LtJGRoyce:
$ MacFarlane:  you and Doole go just ahead of us, but keep in visual sight

CO_Alar:
@Kelson: Go with Lorenzo and see if you can make heads or tails of the tools down there. I'm going to go check out the fracture.

CSO_Lorenzo:
@::heads further down and pockets her attached tricorder.... she then starts to gather the materials they would need to fix a corridor::

CTO_Kelson:
@Captain: Aye, aye.

FCODoole:
$MacFarlane: Let's go.

Training_Tech:
%::watching the progress of the teams and rubbing hands together::  Now then...let's have a little fun...

CTO_Kelson:
@::swims down to bottom of ocean::

MO-LtJGRoyce:
$:: follows Nemo, bringing up the rear ::

CIV_MacFarlane:
$MO:Understood ::switches on his search light and swims ahead::

CSO_Lorenzo:
@::her legs are floating gracefully, keeping her body steady in order to grab each tool::

FCODoole:
$::heads down corridor, while maintaining an LOS with Lt. Royce

CTO_Kelson:
@::picks up tool and runs scans with tricorder::

CO_Alar:
@::finds the fracture and starts scanning it, taking readings on just what will be needed.::

MO-LtJGRoyce:
$ :: notices it is getting dim, switches on search light ::

FCODoole:
$::arrives at crack::

CIV_MacFarlane:
::finds a container of sealant and picks it up::

Training_Tech:
%::operating some switches on the scenario control console::  I love my job.   ::grinning::

CSO_Lorenzo:
@::angles up and heads towards the Captain::

CO_Alar:
@Lorenzo: Julia, what have you found?

CSO_Lorenzo:
@CTO: I'll take what I can carry now, so we can begin the repairs.

MO-LtJGRoyce:
$ :: catches up with Doole and MacFarlane, looks at Nemo ::

CO_Alar:
@:;still scanning the fracture::

CTO_Kelson:
@::picks up material to examine::

MO-LtJGRoyce:
$ Doole:  what are your readings?

Training_Tech:
%  ::muttering to self::  Ladies and gentlemen, we're experiencing some turbulence....    ::turning a dial::

CTO_Kelson:
@::nods to CSO:: Okay, Julia.

FCODoole:
$MacFarlane: Please scan that fracture to find out how bad it is, while I get this underwater sealant torch ready, please.

CEO_Nemo:
$ Royce: I brought some of my engineering tools with me. Here, use this to seal the fracture while I prepare the patch>

CSO_Lorenzo:
@CO: I have a bi-polar torch and some metal parts if we need to wedge any cracks in the corridors.

Training_Tech:
ACTION: THE WATER TURBULENCE INCREASES AND LARGE WAVES BUFFET THE CREW ABOUT AS THEY STRUGGLE TO COMPLETE THEIR TASKS.

CTO_Kelson:
@::pushed against the floor by force of waves::

MO-LtJGRoyce:
$ Team 2:  let's make this quick...waters are getting rough down here!

CSO_Lorenzo:
@::uses her legs to keep from being pulled away by the strong currents::

CIV_MacFarlane:
$FCO:We're supposed to be suing the tools we find down on the floor, I'll scan if you go down and collect them, I already have the sealant compound

FCODoole:
$Nemo: I need you with that second torch if we're gonna be able to seal this

CEO_Nemo:
$::struggles against the current::

MO-LtJGRoyce:
$ :: takes the instrument Nemo has given her ::

CO_Alar:
@::grips onto the wall, and waits it out:: Kelson/Lorenzo: Get back here and let's get this wrapped up.

CTO_Kelson:
@::loses mask when knocked against ocean floor::

CEO_Nemo:
$ ::ignites the acetylene torch::

CSO_Lorenzo:
@::starts to study the fracture in the corridor, assessing what kind of damage and repairs are needed::

MO-LtJGRoyce:
$ :: watches Nemo carefully ::  Nemo: you're doing okay here, nothing but gentle waves, easy breathing

FCODoole:
::reaches back and down to pick up the aforementioned sealant torch::

CO_Alar:
@::activates her comm:: Kelson: Sam, are you on your way?

CTO_Kelson:
@::scrambling to get mask that is carried away by current.

CSO_Lorenzo:
@CO: Would like me to go back and get any other materials?  Or begin the repairs?

Training_Tech:
ACTION: KELSON IS IN OBVIOUS TROUBLE.

CSO_Lorenzo:
@::frowns when Kelson does not respond::

CTO_Kelson:
@::hits commbadge for emergency assistance::

MO-LtJGRoyce:
$ MacFarlane:  how are you doing?

CO_Alar:
@Lorenzo: You start repairs. I'm going to go check on Sam.

CSO_Lorenzo:
@CO: Yes, Ma'am.

CTO_Kelson:
@::trying to swim after mask::

FCODoole:
$::fires up torch:: Mac:Where's that sealing compound of yours?

Training_Tech:
%::watching the struggling officer trying to swim after his mask::  Why do they always do that?

CO_Alar:
@::turns up the propellers on the hydromotor, and goes after Kelson and the missing mask::

CEO_Nemo:
$ ::sees Kelson spin off in a riptide. Drops torch and swims after him to help::

CIV_MacFarlane:
$::unclips it from his belt and shows it to Doole::

MO-LtJGRoyce:
$ :: continues to watch Team 2, especially Nemo ::

CSO_Lorenzo:
@::takes some of the metal pieces she collected and begins to plug the obvious gashes and larger holes in the corridor walls, then pulls out the bi-polar torch and begins to weld the metal together::

CTO_Kelson:
@::picks up torch and lights for assistance::

CTO_Kelson:
@::losing...focus...::

Training_Tech:
%::reading the emergency transport lock::

CIV_MacFarlane:
$Nemo:Kelson is on the other team, let them deal with him

CTO_Kelson:
@::lungs...burning::

CO_Alar:
@::reaches Kelson's position and grabs the mask, handing it to him::

MO-LtJGRoyce:
$ Doole:  continue your work, I'll be right back  :: heads off after Nemo ::

CEO_Nemo:
$ MO: Teams, shmeams. We got a man in trouble!

FCODoole:
$::takes compound from MacFarlane and starts to apply it, heating it with the torch:: Mac: Thank you

CTO_Kelson:
@::takes mask::

MO-LtJGRoyce:
$ Nemo:  are you a competent swimmer?   :: I'm right behind you ::

CTO_Kelson:
@::breathes deeply::

CSO_Lorenzo:
@::manages to plug up the larger cracks in the wall::

FCODoole:
$::calls after MO:: MO: No problem.

CIV_MacFarlane:
$CEO:If he's in real trouble the training tech will beam him out

CTO_Kelson:
@::turns to Captain:: Thank you, Ma'am.

CO_Alar:
@::looks at him, worried:: Kelson: Sam, are you all right?

Training_Tech:
%::transporting Kelson out of the scenario and into the Benning Sickbay::    Your seat cushion may be used as a flotation device.....

CSO_Lorenzo:
@CO: Captain?  Do you have him?

MO-LtJGRoyce:
$ Nemo:  head back to Doole

Training_Tech:
ACTION: KELSON IS TRANSPORTED INTO BENNING'S SICKBAY.

CTO_Kelson:
@::still light headed:: Captain: Still a little groggy...

CO_Alar:
@Lorenzo: He's been transported out, to Benning's sickbay, I'd suspect.

FCODoole:
$MO: Sam ok?

CO_Alar:
@Lorenzo: I'm on my way back.

Training_Tech:
%::jotting down a mark next to his monitor::

CEO_Nemo:
$::sees Kelson shimmer away and returns::

MO-LtJGRoyce:
$ CO:  is Kelson, alright?

CSO_Lorenzo:
@CO: Aye, Ma'am.  I've managed to patch most of the damage.

CIV_MacFarlane:
$::steadies himself against the tube and continues applying compound while Doole torches the crack::

CTO_Kelson:
::materializes in Benning sickbay and collapses::

CO_Alar:
@*Royce* He's been transported out, but he was recovering by the time he was removed.

FCODoole:
$::continuing repairs::Nemo: Sam ok?

MO-LtJGRoyce:
$ Doole:  yes, continue repairs

Training_Tech:
ACTION: THE TURBULENCE SUBSIDES.

CSO_Lorenzo:
@::begins to weld the rest of the damaged corridor::

CO_Alar:
@::picks up another piece of patch and welds it into place::

CEO_Nemo:
$::dives deep, scouring the floor for anything useful::

MO-LtJGRoyce:
$ MacFarlane:  what's your status?

CIV_MacFarlane:
$MO:Doing good, another 2 minutes

FCODoole:
$::welds more compound into place::

MO-LtJGRoyce:
$ :: arrives back to Team 2 ::

CEO_Nemo:
$FCO: I guess so. He was transported back.

CSO_Lorenzo:
@::pulls out tricorder making sure their repairs will hold::

FCODoole:
$MO: What happened?

CO_Alar:
@Lorenzo: It looks good.

CSO_Lorenzo:
@CO: It looks stable Captain.  It should hold.

CSO_Lorenzo:
@::nods agreement::

MO-LtJGRoyce:
$ Doole:  don't know...what matters right now is that he is safe, and we need to get this repair done

CSO_Lorenzo:
@CO: Shall we head for the hatch and try to restore the environmental systems?

CIV_MacFarlane:
$MO:another minute, less than a half meter to go:

CO_Alar:
@::runs her hand over the repair:: Lorenzo: Good job, Lieutenant.

FCODoole:
$::more compound::

CO_Alar:
@::nods:: Lorenzo: Let's do it.

MO-LtJGRoyce:
$ Doole:  how is that patch job coming, are we almost ready to test the artificial environment?

CSO_Lorenzo:
@::nods and pockets the torch taking it with her::

FCODoole:
$MO: Done. ::turns off torch:: ::scanning seal::

CO_Alar:
@::closes up her tricorder and stores it, then follows Lorenzo::

CIV_MacFarlane:
$::swims for the hatch and opens it::

CEO_Nemo:
$MO: I think it'll hold. Go ahead and enter and I'll stay behind to ensure that it holds.

MO-LtJGRoyce:
$ Team 2:  lets look around for a hatch to get inside and test this baby

CIV_MacFarlane:
$MO:Already Found it, over this way ::waves::

FCODoole:
$MO: I'll hang back with Nemo.

MO-LtJGRoyce:
$ Team 2:  lets get a move on, guys

CSO_Lorenzo:
@::makes sure her legs are even and braced in case there are any more strong currents of water as she swims to the hatch::

MO-LtJGRoyce:
$ Doole:  I think we should all stay together

CEO_Nemo:
$MO: I'm fine. I think you should lead the team inside.

CTO_Kelson:
::wakes up on bio bed with beautiful nurse hovering over him::

CO_Alar:
@::follows into the hatch:: Lorenzo: I'm assuming we'll need to hold on to something as we evacuate the water::

CSO_Lorenzo:
@::reaches the hatch and pulls out her tricorder, checking the pressure on the other side of the hatch before opening::

MO-LtJGRoyce:
$ Team 2:  we all go together folks, lets move

CIV_MacFarlane:
$::shakes his head and goes inside the tube looking for the environment controls::

FCODoole:
$MO: ok. ::follows Royce::

MO-LtJGRoyce:
$ :: heads towards where MacFarlane is at ::  MacFarlane:  nice job finding the hatch

CEO_Nemo:
$MO: Very well...

CSO_Lorenzo:
@::nods to the Captain:: CO: The pressure will pull everything in Ma'am, we'll need to get a good hold of the handle.

MO-LtJGRoyce:
$ :: looks back to Doole and Nemo ::

CTO_Kelson:
Nurse:  Hello, Lieutenant...my name is Max.

CTO_Kelson:
::Kelson is shocked back to reality::

FCODoole:
$MO: Yes?

MO-LtJGRoyce:
$ :: awaiting for all of Team 2 to enter the hatch before going in last ::

CSO_Lorenzo:
@::gets a good hold of the handle and begins to turn the latch::

CTO_Kelson:
::shakes head and returns to unconsciousness::

FCODoole:
$::enters hatch::

CO_Alar:
@::also grips the handle::

CIV_MacFarlane:
$::motions for Nemo to get to the environment controls::

CSO_Lorenzo:
@::holds on as they open the hatch::

Training_Tech:
<<<<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>>>>>>>


